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Abstract

Dual representation systems rely on a parametric model to create and to manipulate the boundary representation
of a solid. Parametric and boundary representations remain consistent if they continue to model the same solid,
after updates applied to the parametric model and/or to the boundary representation. We consider the problem of
verifying the consistency between the boundary representation and the CSG representation which is a restricted
case of parametric representation. We determine the necessary and sufficient conditions for consistency of the two
representations, identify the required computational utilities, and describe two implemented and tested algorithms.

Our algorithms rely on sign-invariant space decompositions and can be used to verify consistency of other repre-
sentations, including parametric definitions such as feature attachments. They could also be used to verify consistency
of boundary and parametric representations in different systems, or corresponding representations in integrated mod-
eling environments.

1 Introduction

1.1 Multiple representations

Most modern solid modeling systems use dual representation architecture in order to take advantage of the well known
complementary strengths of parametric and boundary representations [12]. In the classical dual representation systems
the solids were typically constructed using Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) representation; they were concise,
high-level, parameterized, and robust, but had no explicit boundary data. The system then would compute the boundary
representation (b-rep) to be used by applications that require boundary traversals; but direct manipulation of b-reps
remained limited because they are difficult to parameterize and are prone to robustness problems. This architecture
of CSG-Brep dual representation systems has evolved into the modern parametric feature-based representation and
boundary representation [22]. The fundamental distinction of the new systems is that CSG operations have been
extended to include more general “feature-attaching” operations that can be characterized as “local” CSG operations,
i.e., Boolean operations whose result is further modified by local references to existing geometry [6]. The advantages
of dual representations are clear: each representation’s individual strengths are utilized. But these advantages come at
a price: the system now must ensure that the two representations remain consistent at all times. In other words, both
representations should always correspond to the same valid solid.

Multiple representations of the same solids also arise in integrated modeling environments [1, 8] and as the result
of data transfer: different systems tend to employ distinct and often incompatible representations of parametric and/or
boundary model. Verifying the consistency of models in different systems is usually difficult and often appears impos-
sible. In this paper we focus on consistency of representations within the same system, but we explain in section 5.1
how our methods are applicable to the more general problem involving multiple representations in different systems.

1.2 Consistency via representation conversion

The traditional wisdom has been that the problem of consistency can be solved through bilateral representation conver-
sions [12]. Thus, every change in a parametric model is accompanied by a boundary evaluation process that updates
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the corresponding b-rep (refer to Figure 1(a)). This approach is inefficient when the parametric model is CSG, though
local and incremental algorithms for boundary evaluation have been developed to deal with the problem [26, 16]. But
if the parametric model makes references to existing boundary representation, the boundary re-evaluation process also
becomes unreliable [22], and is further complicated by the necessity to correctly match the (a priori unknown) portions
of boundary representations before and after the parametric change. This problem is known as “persistent naming”
and is currently handled using heuristic methods [5, 9]. The principle of continuity proposed by the authors in [24]
alleviates the problem to a large extent, but does not solve it completely.

The situation is even more complicated if a boundary representation is edited directly, either by Euler operators
[10] or by “tweaks” that are local modifications of the boundary representation. Direct modification of boundary
representations has been an important and popular paradigm [3], that is supported by most modeling kernels. However
the formal semantics of such operations are just beginning to emerge [17, 24]. Direct modifications of b-reps are
usually not allowed in dual representations systems, because converting a boundary representation to a parametric
representation is difficult or infeasible in some cases. The problem of boundary to CSG conversion is now well
understood and has been largely solved for a useful class of three-dimensional solids [19, 20, 21], but the solution
does not easily generalize to other parametric definitions and solids bounded by free-form surfaces. Furthermore,
every representation conversion is likely to produce a new parametric definition, thus destroying the history and the
“intent” of the original parametric construction.

1.3 Update and test

We consider an alternative approach to maintaining consistency between representations: apply the implied modifi-
cations directly to both representations simultaneously and then verify that the two representations remain consistent.
The approach is diagrammed in Figure 1(b) and requires solving two technical problems:

� Defining an equivalent semantics for every edit in both representations. For example, transforming (moving,
deforming, etc) a face in a b-rep usually (but not always) corresponds to the same transformation of the halfspace
in the parametric representation, and vice versa.

� Given the modified parametric and boundary representations, determine whether or not they are consistent.

In this paper we focus on the second task of verifying that the two representations are consistent. Our solution relies
on the established representation conversion technology [18], but is easier because no new representations are actually
constructed. And in particular, consistency verification does not require solutions to difficult problems associated
with separation and free-form surfaces that prevent the wider use of b-rep to CSG conversion [21]. In the context of
parametric modeling, our approach allows more efficient incremental and bilateral updates that avoid the problem of
“persistent naming”.

The main limitation of this approach is in the restricted range of modifications that may be administered simul-
taneously to both representations. Clearly, parametric changes may lead to significant topological changes in b-rep,
and small changes in b-rep may result in inconsistency between the two representations. The first of these difficulties
appears to be resolvable [17]; we briefly discuss the latter problem in the concluding section of this paper.

1.4 Focus and outline

We will assume that the representation F (P) is parameterized in terms of the parameters of its halfspaces 1 from a set
P. Since all faces in a b-rep are subsets of boundaries of the same set of halfspaces [14], it is reasonable to assume that
there is an explicit link between the two. Thus any transformation of parametric halfspaces should be accompanied by
the same transformation applied to the corresponding face(s). For the purposes of this paper, we consider only rigid
body motions of halfspaces and faces. If a parametrized halfspace is shared by more than one sub-expression (node)
of F (P), then transformation of this one halfspace will affect all of them. Similarly a single halfspace may contribute
to more than one face in a b-rep, in which case the transformation is applied to all such faces.

Transformation of a face in a b-rep is carried out using the tweak function available in most solid modelers and
should result in a valid b-rep L. Assuming that the transformation is continuous, the tweak must satisfy the adjacency

1We use the term ‘halfspace’ in a broad sense: any representation of a closed regular semi-algebraic set with a well defined point membership
classification qualifies.
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Figure 1: Two approaches to parametric update

and orientation conditions formally derived in [24]; large tweaks may require additional information [17]. In order
to verify consistency between the new b-rep L and the updated parametric definition F (P 0), we need to know the
exact semantics of the parametric definition as well as the b-rep. The semantics of b-reps are well understood [12, 23],
but the semantics of modern parametric representations has not been fully developed. Thus, we will first focus on
the special case when a parametric representation is CSG, and then discuss how the techniques may be extended to
more general parametric definitions. Two-dimensional examples in the paper are used only for illustration purposes;
all algorithms have been implemented for three-dimensional solids using Parasolid kernel modeling system.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we will summarize the properties of b-rep and
CSG representations in terms of space decompositions. Space decompositions are the main tool for formulating and
solving all representation conversion problems [18], because they systematically reduce all such problems to a finite
number of point membership classification tests.

After reviewing the general process of representation conversion, we turn to the problem of consistency verification
in Section 3. The problem of verifying consistency between a CSG and a b-rep is similar to the classical problem of
same object detection (SOD) arising in many applications [26], except that in our case the two objects are given
by different representations. This view of the problem leads to formulation of four distinct consistency verification
tests. We consider the computational requirements for each test, and in Section 4 study in detail one of them. We
discuss specific implementations of brute-force and incremental algorithms and compare the running times for simple
three-dimensional solids.

We conclude in section 5, by explaining how our approach to consistency verification can be applied to other
representations (possibly in different systems), and discuss briefly the possible remedies when the two representations
are found to be inconsistent.

2 Representation Conversion Technology

This section briefly summarizes the properties of b-rep and CSG representations in terms of cell decompositions. These
decompositions reduce all representation conversion problems to a finite number of point membership classification
tests.

2.1 Solid representations as unions of cells

Boundary representations are a restricted form of cell complexes and their validity as well as other formal proper-
ties are rooted in algebraic topology. The cells � i of a boundary representation K satisfy the following properties:
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� Every k-dimensional cell (k-cell) is relatively open with respect to a k-manifold; in particular every two-
dimensional cell (also called as a face) is a subset of the boundary of some halfspace h i(x; y; z) � 0;

� The closure of every cell is a union of some other cells in K;

� Dimension(�i) � 2 for boundary representations of three-dimensional solids.

The underlying space of a b-rep K is denoted by jKj and is the set of points @S. The solid S is the union of some
bounded connected components of the complement of jKj. The boundary of every solid is a unique set of points, but
there are many distinct boundary representations for the same solid. However, every b-rep can be put into a unique
canonical form by further partitioning every cell of K into subsets of points that have the same classification (in, on,
or out) with respect to every halfspace hi induced from b-rep. Such subsets are called sign-invariant with respect to
the set of polynomialsP = fhig.

CSG representations are expressions F (P) constructed from regularized Boolean operations on a set P of
parametrized halfspaces. The solid represented by F (P) is a set of points denoted by jF (P)j. Though CSG rep-
resentations are not unique, every CSG representation can be written in a unique disjunctive canonical form as a union
of canonical intersection terms �i = fx1\

�x2\
� : : :\�xng with xj 2 fhj ; hjg for all halfspaces hj 2 P [19].

The collection of all non-empty sets j�ij constitute a decomposition of space into sets with disjoint and possibly dis-
connected interiors. By definition, all points in interior of each j� ij have identical classification with respect to all
halfspaces hj in P, i.e. each intersection term represents a three dimensional set of points that is sign-invariant with
respect to P.

2.2 Representation conversions

It is shown in [18] that all geometric representation conversions may be carried out as a sequence of five steps. Suppose
we are given a representation of a set S (which may or may not be solid) in some representation scheme called X-rep,
and we seek a representation of S in a scheme called Y-rep (X-rep and Y-rep may be the same scheme). The X-rep!
Y-rep conversion could be approached in the same five steps:

1. From every primitive in the given X-rep of a set S, we induce a polynomial h i.

2. If the induced set of polynomials P = fh ig is not sufficient, additional ‘separating’ polynomials may be re-
quired.

3. A decomposition of space into cells by all present polynomials is then computed; the type of cells is determined
by the properties of Y-rep.

4. Every cell (represented by a single representative point) in the decomposition of space is classified against the
given representation of S in X-rep. Those cells passing the test give rise to a canonical representation of S in
Y-rep.

5. Optimization of the obtained representation in Y-rep concludes the conversion.

Consider boundary evaluation as a representation conversion process for the two-dimensional solid shown in figure
2. The rectangular block is the intersection of four linear halfspaces, and it is easy to write a CSG expression defining
the resulting solid. From every primitive in the given CSG definition, we obtain the primitive’s boundary. In the
example of Figure 2(a), the boundaries are 4 lines and one ellipse (step 1). Step 2 is trivial, because @S � (@h 1 [

: : :[@hn) [13]. Thus cells in b-rep can constructed from pieces of primitive boundaries, assuming that every such cell
can be somehow individually represented. We trim all primitive boundaries against each other to obtain a collection
of tentative cells; these are the linear and elliptic segments as well as the intersection points in Figure 2(b). All points
of a tentative cell have the same classification with respect to every primitive in CSG and with respect to the defined
solid S: IN, ON or OUT. The boundary @S consists of all those cells that are ON S. To classify a given tentative cell
with respect to CSG representation of S, its representative point must be first classified with respect to each primitive,
and the results combined according to the Boolean definitions and certain neighbourhood computations [26]. Finally,
the adjacent cells in @S can be merged into larger cells leading to a more compact b-rep. In our example, the three
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Figure 2: Representation conversion between a CSG and a b-rep

adjacent elliptic ON segments together with the points between them in Figure 2(b) could be combined in a single
elliptic edge. The first systematic study of boundary evaluation was done by [14]. More efficient algorithms rely on
computing the b-rep heirarchically and incrementally [16, 26].

Now consider the reverse process of b-rep to CSG conversion, following similar sequence of steps (refer to Figure
2). From every 2-cell (face) in the b-rep of a solid (Figure 2(b)) induce a halfspace. The five halfspaces induced
in figure 2(b) are four linear halfplanes and the elliptical disk. It may turn out that the halfspaces induced from a
b-rep of S are not sufficient to represent S with a CSG and additional separating halfspaces must be constructed (see
[21] for examples). We decompose the d-dimensional space (in this case the plane E 2) using the boundaries of all
halfspaces into a collection of tentative d-dimensional cells (bounded by straight and elliptic segments). All points
in every cell have the same classification with respect to every halfspace induced from b-rep and with respect to the
solid S. Because all cells are also d-dimensional, they can classify in only two distinct ways: IN or OUT. A CSG
representation can be obtained by taking a union of CSG representations of the individual IN-cells. To classify a given
cell, it is sufficient to pick any point inside the cell and perform a PMC test against the b-rep of S. The produced
CSG is verbose and inefficient, but near minimal (though non-unique) CSG representations can be constructed using
Boolean optimization technique [19].

2.3 The common cell decomposition

Rather than identifying the required space decomposition in a case by case fashion, we will assume that given a set of
primitivesP, a single common partition of space fC ig can be computed satisfying the following requirements:

1. each cell Ci is connected submanifold of dimension p = 0; 1; 2; 3 and is sign-invariant with respect to all n
halfspaces in P;

2. the closure of every cell Ci is the union of some other cells in the partition; this implies that the sufficiently
small neighborhoods of any two points in a cell intersect the same cell in the decomposition. 2

The smallest partition satisfying the above requirements is sometimes called Whitney regular sign-invariant connected
stratification, and individual cells are called strata [18]. Figure 2(b) shows the required sign-invariant partition for the
solid in Figure 2(a), with all the 2- and 1-cells labeled according to their classification with respect to the solid. Each
cell in the partition is uniquely represented by a single representative point from that cell. Once such a set of points is
computed, all representation conversions, comparisons, and optimizations reduce to a finite number of PMC tests and
logical decisions [18]. We shall see in the next section that the cells in the common partition are the key to formulating
and maintaining consistency between CSG and b-rep. In practice, we may choose to represent only some cells in the
decomposition, or to compute the decomposition hierarchically or incrementally.

2This condition is often stated as a constant neighborhood requirement [14].
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3 Formulation

3.1 Consistency defined

The general notion of consistency between any two representations is defined in [12].

Definition 1 (Consistency of Representations) Let X-rep and Y-rep be two representation schemes, and M denote
the modeling space. Representations x in X-rep and y in Y-rep are consistent if there is an object m of M having
representations x and y.

In other words, two representations x and y are consistent with each other if both represent the same pointset. But this
definition does not say anything about how consistency may be verified for a particular choice of representations (in
our case, CSG and b-rep).

h1

h2

h3
h5

h4

h1'

(a)

K
L

f1

(b)

f1'

Figure 3: Inconsistent update. (a) B-rep K is consistent with CSG (h1 \
� h2 \

� h3 \
� h4) [

� h5, (b) B-rep L is
inconsistent with updated CSG

Suppose that a given CSG representation F (P) and a b-rep K are consistent, for example because K is the
result of boundary evaluation on F (P). However after applying a parametric edit to a halfspace inP and updating the
corresponding cell �i 2 K, the new b-repLmay not be consistent with the set represented by the updated CSG F (P 0).
Figure 3 shows an example: moving the halfspace h1 and updating the corresponding cell f1 results in inconsistency,
as the shaded portion of the set represented by F (P 0) is not contained in the set represented by L.

In principle, we could ignore the original CSG and b-rep, and perform a representation conversion after every edit
either to compute a new consistent b-rep or a new consistent CSG. But as we discussed earlier, we would like to avoid
the complete representational conversion process because it is inefficient (particularly for small changes), unreliable
(due to “persistent naming” problem), and is likely to destroy the original structure of the CSG model.

3.2 Consistency tests

Formally, two pointsets A andB are equal if (A � B and B � A), or ( �B � �A and �A � �B): If A andB are two solids
represented in the same scheme, the equality test is known as same object detection (SOD) [26] and is convenient
to formulate in terms of symmetric difference: (A �

� B)[(B �
� A) = ;. In our case, A and B are two different

representations of a solid, and it is important to consider all possible formulations of the equality test. Noting that
A � B is equivalent to the relation �B � �A, and B � A is equivalent to the relation �A � �B, we have four distinct but
equivalent formulations of equality:

(A � B; �A � �B) (1)

(B � A; �B � �A) (2)

(A � B;B � A) (3)

( �B � �A; �A � �B) (4)

regardless of how A and B are represented. Without loss of generality, let us now assume that A is given by a CSG
representation F (P0) and B is given by a boundary representation L. Recall from section 2 that set A = jF (P 0)j is
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the closure of the union of some d-dimensional sign-invariant cells C j in the common space decomposition of E d, and
boundary @B = jLj is a union of some lower-dimensional cells �k in the same cell decomposition. Because all cells
are sign-invariant and connected, every d-cell C j can classify only as IN or OUT with respect to any solid represented
by the given set of primitives. Similarly, every lower-dimensional cell � k can classify as IN, ON or OUT with respect
to such solid. (Details on set membership classification can be found in [25].)

We can now restate the four consistency tests in terms of classification of cells in the common decomposition of
space. Each subset relationship X � Y is established by testing if the cells represented by X are also in Y , and
each cell is represented by a single representative point. Thus, all consistency tests will be reduced to a finite number
of PMC tests, but the details of where these points are chosen and what representation they are classified against are
different in each of the four cases.

CSG-based Consistency When set A is represented by CSG and set B represented by a b-rep, the consistency
condition (1) is naturally restated for every d-cell C j in the common decomposition:

Cj � A, Cj � B: (5)

In other words, every d-cell Cj should have the same classification with respect to both the CSG representation F (P 0)
and the boundary representation L. For example, CSG and b-rep in Figure 3(b) are not consistent because the shaded
2-cell classifies IN with respect to the shown CSG and OUT with respect to the updated b-rep. This consistency test
does not require computing lower-dimensional cells �, and computing points in each d-cell can be done quite reliably
by halfspace offsetting, assuming that all cells in the decomposition are sufficiently large [19]. Cell classification test
is also very robust, because the d-cells (and therefore the points representing the d-cells) can classify with respect to
either representation in only one of two ways: IN or OUT.

Boundary-based Consistency Mathematically equivalent consistency condition (2) requires checking if a boundary-
represented set B (or its complement) is a subset of a CSG-represented set A (or A). Recalling that b-rep L is a
collection of lower-dimensional cells �k, the two subset relationships may be combined and restated as

classify(�k; B) = classify(�k; A) (6)

Assuming that jLj is a valid boundary of a solid, it is sufficient to check only the (d � 1)-cells in the common
decomposition of space. These can classify with respect to either representation as IN, ON, or OUT.

Refer again to Figure 3(b). The inconsistency between L and F (P 0) can be easily identified by noting that the
1-dimensional circular cell bounding the shaded region classifies ON with respect to CSG representation, but OUT
with respect to the b-rep; similarly the linear segment bounding the same region classifies IN with respect to CSG, but
ON with respect to the boundary representation.

The boundary-based test does not require computing the d-cells in the common decomposition of space. On the
other hand, computing, representing, and classifying the lower-dimensional cells in the decomposition is significantly
more difficult than d-cells.3 Because the cells �k can classify as ON with respect to the CSG and b-rep, the classifica-
tion test requires resolving ON/ON ambiguities which rely on non-trivial neighborhood computations [25] and suffers
from the usual robustness problems.

Hybrid Consistency The remaining two consistency conditions (3) and (4) involve classification of both d-cells and
lower-dimensional cells in the common decomposition of space. For example, condition (3) requires checking if (a)
every d-cell IN CSG-represented A is also IN boundary-representedB, and (b) every (d � 1)-cell ON the boundary-
representedB is ON the CSG-represented solid A. Consistency condition (4) implies similar test for (d� 1)-cells and
d-cells that classify OUT.

The main drawback of the hybrid tests is that they require computing the full sign-invariant decomposition of
space; they also require utilities for resolving ON/ON ambiguities and may suffer from associated robustness issues.
On the other hand, they appear to require a much smaller number of classification tests that are restricted to cells IN
or OUT of jF (P0)j (but not both).

3However, it should be noted that such computations are routinely performed in geometric modeling systems for solids bounded by planar or
quadric surfaces and other restricted geometric domains.
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It should be apparent that the CSG-based consistency test is more robust and simpler to implement, while the
boundary-based and hybrid tests do not appear to offer significant computational advantages. For these reasons we
chose to focus on the CSG-based consistency verification.

4 CSG-based consistency verification

We describe two fully implemented algorithms for the CSG-based consistency verification: a brute force algorithm
follows immediately from the formulation, and an incremental algorithm that achieves significant improvement in
speed by incrementally maintaining the sign-invariant decomposition.

4.1 Computing sign-invariant decomposition

The CSG-based test requires only the d-cells of the sign-invariant decomposition of d-dimensional space with respect
to all primitive halfspaces (surfaces) appearing in either b-rep or CSG representation. Recall that if K is a b-rep
consistent with CSG representation F (h1; : : : ; hn), then jKj � (@h1[ : : :[@hn) [13]. In other words, any halfspace
induced from a boundary representation, must also appear in the consistent CSG representation. The reverse is not
true: some halfspaces in CSG representations may not contribute to the boundary of the represented solid. 4 Recall
also that every cell in the sign-invariant decomposition is adequately represented by a single point from that cell.
Therefore, our requirements reduce to computing at least one point in every d-cell of the sign-invariant decomposition
with respect to the set of halfspacesP used in the CSG representation F (P).

Definition 2 (Characteristic set) A set of points S will be called characteristic for a set of d-dimensional halfspaces
P if S contains at least one point in every non-empty sign-invariant d-cell with respect to P.

Theoretically, if all halfspaces are algebraic, one could use exact (though often impractical) methods from real
algebraic geometry to compute the characteristic set of points, with a single point in every sign-invariant cell [7]. But
in fact, there is no harm in computing more than one point in every cell – this simply means that either some d-cells
will be tested more than once, or that additional post-processing is required to remove the redundant points. We shall
see below that the additional computational overhead implied by this approach is well compensated for by the resulting
simplicity of implementation and efficiency of the incremental algorithm.

AB

v

Offsets curves of B
Offsets curves of A

A

B

(a) Curves A and B with
     simple intersection

(b) Curves A and B with
      tangential intersection

Figure 4: Generation of characteristic points by offsetting two intersecting curves

The key observation is that the boundary of most sign-invariant d-cells contain one or more 0-cells (points) and/or
1-cells (curves), formed by the intersection of halfspace boundaries. Stated differently, the neighborhood of every

4Such halfspaces are often critical for CSG construction and are called separating in [21].
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lower dimensional cell in the sign-invariant decomposition contains the characteristic points from the incident sign-
invariant d-cells. The above observation immediately suggests a simple method of generating points in the sign-
invariant d-cells; the same method was also used to implement the b-rep to CSG conversion algorithms in [19, 20].
Computing all points in the sign-invariant decomposition is achieved by testing all triples of halfspaces in P for
intersections. Then the characteristic set of points for P in the sufficiently small neighborhoods of the 0- and 1-cells
are computed by locally offsetting each contributing halfspace. If the boundary of a d-cell does not contain any 0- or
1-cell (for instance the 3-cell enclosed by two concentric spheres), then one can use any point on the offset halfspace.
Figure 4 illustrates the procedure for two curves A and B in a plane. Figure 5(a) shows the full characteristic set for
the two-dimensional decomposition induced from the solid in Figure 3(a). The offsetting procedure generalizes to
three dimensions as well.

C1
C2

C3C4 C5 C6

C7 C8

C9 C10 C11

(a) Initial decomposition (b) Updating halfspace h1

h1

h3

h2h4 h5

h1'

C1 C2

C3C4 C5 C6

C7
C8

h2h4 h5

Figure 5: Incremental update of a sign-invariant decomposition for consistency verification

4.2 Brute force algorithm

Thus, we are led to a straightforward but inefficient implementation of the CSG-based consistency test for the updated
CSG representation F (P0) and b-rep L. Induce halfspaces from CSG F (P 0) and compute the characteristic set S of
points forP0, with at least one point from every non-empty d-cell. The points from S are then classified against L and
F (P0). Any point that classifies differently with respect to the two representations signals inconsistency. Referring
again to Figure 5(a), it is easy to see that CSG and b-rep for two-dimensional solid in Figure 3(a) are consistent,
because all shown characteristic points have the same classifications with respect to both representations. This leads
to the brute force algorithm 1.

The running time of the algorithm is determined by the two tasks: generating the characteristic set of points, and
classifying these points against CSG and b-rep. There are at most O(n3) (and usually much fewer) d-cells in the sign-
invariant decomposition for n halfspaces of bounded algebraic degree [4]. Classifying a single point against a CSG
representation takes O(n) time, while classification of a point against b-rep is in the worst case linear in the number
of faces in b-rep. We also note that the number of faces in the b-rep may be quadratic or worse in the number of the
CSG halfspaces. Thus, the combined worst case running time appears to be growing faster than O(n 4). The average
running time of the algorithm may be improved by testing new points as soon as they are generated, but all points have
to pass the test when the two representations are consistent.

It may be instructive to compare this algorithm with the b-rep to CSG conversion procedure described in section
2. The main difference between the two procedures is that the consistency verification does not require the more
difficult steps in the conversion process: construction of additional halfspaces (separation) and Boolean optimization.
Clearly, the size of the characteristic set is the single most important factor that determines the computation time.
Unfortunately, the characteristic set of points cannot be reduced until after the consistency is assured, or at least all
points are classified with respect to the b-rep.
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procedure ConsistentBF(F (P0), L);
// F (P0) is the modified CSG
// L is modified b-rep
// Returns true if F (P0) and L are consistent and false otherwise

S = ;;
// Compute all the characteristic points using halfspaces in P 0

for every triplet (hi; hj ; hk) 2 P
0,

S = S[ fcharacteristic points (hi; hj ; hk)g
end-for;

// Classify the characteristic points against the CSG and b-rep
for every point X 2 S,

if Classify(X;L) 6= Classify(X;F (P0)), then
error ’update resulted in inconsistency’;
return (false);

end-for;

return (true);

end-procedure;

Algorithm 1: Brute Force Consistency Test

4.3 Incremental algorithms

The above algorithm does not take into account locality of changes and invariance of classification of some cells with
respect to CSG and b-rep during the update. An alternative to computing and classifying the characteristic set for
every parametric edit is to compute the characteristic set of points once and then incrementally check and update it
during every subsequent edit.

Suppose that after executing the brute force consistency check we found that CSG representation F (P) and b-rep
K are consistent. We can now significantly reduce the size of characteristic set S for P, by observing that charac-
teristic points with the same classifications with respect to all halfspaces in P must also have the same classification
with respect to CSG F (P) and therefore with respect to b-rep K (otherwise the two representations would not be con-
sistent). Thus, a simple post-processing will reduce the size of S to one point per sign-invariant subset of the space,
which corresponds to the (possibly disconnected) canonical intersection term � i defined in section 2.

A parametric edit is applied to both representations that transforms a halfspace h e to a new halfspace h0e leaving
all other halfspaces unchanged. We update both representations and test for consistency by incrementally updating
and re-testing the characteristic set S (see algorithm 2).

Incremental generation Transformation of he into h0e is accompanied by two kinds of changes in the sign-invariant
decomposition of space: some d-cells are merged into larger cells, while some other d-cells are split into smaller
cells by the new halfspace h0e. But the merged sign-invariant cells are already represented by some points in the
characteristic set S. Thus we only need to add some characteristic points to S representing the newly created d-cells.
This in turn implies that the new characteristic points may be found in the neighborhood of those new 0 and 1-cells
where h0e intersects other halfspaces in P.

Incremental testing The second observation is that, if the classification of a d-cell is the same with respect to h e
0

as it was with respect to he, then the cell’s classification with respect to the CSG has not changed either. This follows
directly from the existence of the CSG disjunctive canonical form summarized in section 2, and can be used to dra-
matically reduce the number of characteristic points that need to be classified against the updated CSG representation;
however all points in S (old and new) must be classified with respect to the updated b-rep L.
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After the characteristic set is incrementally updated and classified, and consistency of the updated representations
is established, the characteristic set S can be reduced once again to one point for every sign-invariant subset of space.

procedure ConsistentINCR(F (P0), L, �, he);
// F (P0) is the modified CSG
// L is modified b-rep
// � corresponds to the set of points along with their classifications, in the

canonical decomposition of the original CSG F (P)
// he is original halfspace in P
// h0e is the transformed version of he

H
int = fset of all the halfspaces in P which intersect h0eg;

S = ;;
// Compute the new characteristic points locally usingH int

for every pair (hi; hj) 2 H
int,

S = S[ fcharacteristic points (hi; hj ; h0e)g
end-for;

// Classify the new char. points against the new CSG and new b-rep
for every point X 2 S,

if Classify(X;L) 6= Classify(X;F (P0)), then,
error ’Update resulted in inconsistency’;
return (false);

end-for;

// Classify the old char. points selectively against new CSG and all of them against L
for every point Y 2 �,
brepClass = Classify(Y; L);
if Classify(Y; he) 6= Classify(Y; h0e), then,
csgClass = Classify(Y; F (P0));

else, // Copy the old classification of the point Y
csgClass = Y:class;

if csgClass 6= brepClass, then,
error ’Update resulted in inconsistency’;
return (false);

end-for;

� = � [ S; // Merge the old and new cells, so that there is 1 pt/canonical term again
return (true); // F (P0) and L are consistent

end-procedure;

Algorithm 2: Incremental Consistency Test

Figure 5(b) shows the resulting space decomposition and all new characteristic points after halfspace h 1 in Figure
5(a) is transformed into a new halfspace h1

0. Classification of these points immediately signals the inconsistency, as
two of them (the points inside the circle) classify IN with respect to updated CSG but OUT with respect to the updated
b-rep. All other points have passed the consistency test. Also note that from these new points, only half classify
differently with respect to h0

1
than with respect to h1 and need to be tested against the updated CSG.

The resulting incremental algorithm 2 has the same asymptotic complexity as the brute force algorithm 1, since in
the worst case we are still classifying O(n3) points against the updated b-rep L. However, even if the edited halfspace
he

0 intersects all n halfspaces, the algorithm would generate only O(n2) of new characteristic points. On average, as
the number of halfspaces intersecting he

0 will be far less than n, the total number of characteristic points is likely to be
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very close to one point per sign-invariant cell, and the number of cells is more likely to be linear or quadratic than cubic
in the number of primitive halfspaces for most mechanical solids. We shall see below that the overall performance of
the incremental algorithm is dramatically improved when compared to the original brute force algorithm.

4.4 Examples and timing

(a) Original b-rep K (b) Modified b-rep L

A

B

Edit

Figure 6: Solid is constructed as A [� B and the bottom face is moved down (consistent edit)

(a) Original B-rep K (b) Modified B-rep L

A

B

C

Edit

Figure 7: Solid is constructed as ((A [
� B) [� C) and the indicated spherical face is moved backward (inconsistent

edit)

Both algorithms were implemented in Parasolid and tested on Pentium II-400 workstation running WINDOWS-
NT operating system. The five examples shown in figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, were tested using both brute force and
the incremental algorithms. All five solids were created using CSG operations on bounded halfspaces as shown in
the figures, that were then stored as CSG expressions with unbounded halfspaces, and their b-reps were computed.
Solid 1 in Figure 6 has 7 halfspaces, solid 2 in Figure 7 has 5 halfspaces, solid 3 in Figure 8 has 12 halfspaces, solid
4 in Figure 9 has 5 halfspaces and solid 5 in Figure 10 has 26 halfspaces. Then a face in each b-rep is transformed
(“tweaked”), with Parasolid maintaining the integrity of the b-rep through its internal proprietary algorithms. The same
transformations are then applied to the CSG halfspaces and consistency is verified using both algorithms. The specific
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(a) Original b-rep K (b) Modified b-rep L

A

B
C

D

Edit

Figure 8: Solid is constructed as (((A [
� C) �� D) [� B); and the indicated face is moved to the left, leading to

inconsistency

Module/Test Solid 1 Solid 2 Solid 3 Solid 4 Solid 5

Point generation (full) 0.15 0.11 0.88 0.17 4.14
Point classification (full) 0.00* 0.05 0.14 0.05 7.89
Brute force algorithm total 0.15 0.16 1.02 0.22 12.03

Point generation (incremental) 0.06 0.11 0.49 0.14 0.77
Point classification (incremental) 0.00* 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.76
Incremental algorithm total 0.06 0.13 0.52 0.16 1.53

Table 1: Execution times in seconds on NT/PII-400 workstation for brute force and incremental consistency verifica-
tion algorithms. Solid 1 is shown in Figure 6, Solid 2 is shown in Figure 7, Solid 3 is shown in Figure 8, Solid 4 is
shown in Figure 9 and Solid 5 is shown in Figure 10. (* 0.00 indicates that the actual time is in the order of 10 �4 and
has been truncated.)

edits are shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, and the summary of execution times is shown in Table 1. As expected,
the incremental algorithm is much faster compared to the brute force algorithm, and the performance improvement
increases rapidly with the complexity of the model.

5 Conclusions and extensions

5.1 Significance

We showed that consistency between a b-rep and a CSG representation may be maintained without repeated and
expensive representation conversion procedures. Each representation may be edited independently, followed by a
consistency check as described in this paper. If the two representations are consistent, then boundary evaluation
of the CSG representation is guaranteed to produce the same b-rep. If the consistency check fails, then one of the
representations has not been updated correctly. This may happen, for instance, when the CSG expression is no longer
applicable, or when a direct boundary update was based on selecting a wrong root in a constraint solving system
[2, 17]. This is the case, for example in Figure 9, where the system generated valid but inconsistent b-rep, even though
the consistent update clearly exists. Since the consistency check may be done quickly, it may be practical to try several
such solutions until a consistent update is found, if one exists. Ability to perform the direct and consistent updates of
b-reps may significantly enlarge the class of operations allowed in solid modeling systems, while eliminating the need
to solve the problem of “persistent naming”.
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(a) Original b-rep K (b) Modified b-rep L

A

B

C

Edit

Figure 9: Solid is constructed as ((A [� B) [� C) and the indicated cylindrical face is moved in the direction shown
(inconsistent edit)

Our algorithms are provably correct, because our approach is based on the fact that every geometric representation
has an equivalent canonical form as an union of sign-invariant cells in the corresponding space decomposition (mini-
mal Whitney regular sign-invariant stratification of space)[18]. We saw that consistency may be checked in more than
one way, but all algorithms followed directly from the properties of the corresponding decompositions of space. Main-
taining such decompositions of space has been often considered impractical, but our work suggests that the benefits
(such as correctness and simplicity of algorithms) may outweigh the required computational overhead. In particular,
representing, maintaining, and computing with sign-invariant 3-cells can be done simply, robustly, and efficiently us-
ing a set of characteristic points as described in section 4. Furthermore, our implementations were relatively naive,
and significant enhancements of the described algorithms are possible using the usual localization techniques (such
as boxing). We demonstrated that sign-invariant decomposition facilitates systematic exploration and development of
practical algorithms for consistency testing.

5.2 Semantic limitations

We tacitly assumed that a parametric update may be interpreted consistently in terms of both CSG and boundary rep-
resentation; this assumption holds when the update may be expressed in terms of corresponding halfspaces. Semantics
of updates that modify lower-dimensional entities in boundary representation (edges, vertices) is substantially more
complicated and may have more than one valid interpretation [17]. More generally, it is well known [22] that para-
metric families associated with the two representations are not equivalent. In other words, some b-rep updates result
in solids that cannot be described by the original CSG representation, and some CSG updates may produce drastically
different (for example, disconnected) boundary representation.

The issues can be easily illustrated on a simple example of rectangle in Figure 11. Suppose that the vertex v 3 of
boundary representation K is moved to a new location resulting in the transformed vertex v 0

3
. The semantics of this

update on K can be defined in two different ways:

� v0
3

could be considered as a vertex resulting from the intersection of translated halfspaces associated with edges
e2 and e3, as shown in figure 11(b); or

� v0
3

can be translated and the two edges e2 and e3 could be obtained by interpolating v 0
3

with vertices v2 and v4
respectively, as shown in figure 11(c).

Note that interpolation semantics is always well defined, but it is easy to construct examples where our intersection
solution requires additional information, or may not exist [17]. Similarly, the CSG representation of rectangle may
be parameterized several different ways in terms of positions and/or orientations of the four linear halfspaces, each
leading to a distinct parametric family. For example, let us assume that the rectangle was parameterized in terms of
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(a) Original b-rep K (b) Modified b-rep L

A

B

C

D

E

F
G

H

I

J

M

L

O

N

Edit

Figure 10: Solid is constructed as ((A [� B [
� C [

� D [
� E [

� F [� L[� N)�� G�� H �
� I �� J ��M �

� O)
and the indicated planar face is moved forward (consistent edit)

only the position of the four halfspaces. In this case the b-rep update in figure 11(b) corresponds to a parametric
change in the position of the two linear halfspaces corresponding to e 2 and e3. But there is no equivalent parametric
change for the update shown in figure 11(c). It should be apparent that, while direct b-rep edits appear to be more
intuitive, their semantics is considerably more complex and could be restricted by topological constraints. At the same
time, semantics of CSG edits is always well defined, but may be difficult or impossible to formulate consistently in
terms of the corresponding boundary representation. In all cases, the consistency of the updates may be verified using
our algorithms.

5.3 Consistency of other representations

Every geometric representation has a corresponding canonical form as a union of sign-invariant cells in the decom-
position of space, and every cell can be uniquely represented by a single characteristic point [18]. The set of all such
characteristic points may serve as a certificate for the representation of a pointset in terms of the given set of primitives.
Because this certificate depends only on the choice of primitives and not on a particular representation scheme, it can
be used to verify consistency between any and all representations relying on the same set of primitives. The notion of
geometric certificate for individual cells in boundary representations was also proposed in [8], and cell-based (where
a cell is represented by its boundary) techniques are used to deal with consistency of feature-based representations in
[1].

We also note that CSG representations exist for all solids, and therefore the CSG-based consistency checks can
be applied to non-CSG representations as well. Furthermore, the same method can be used to verify consistency of
representations in different systems, provided that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the representational
primitives. This may prove particularly useful in verifying consistency between boundary and/or parametric repre-
sentations as they are being exchanged between distinct systems. As an illustration, consider how our algorithm for
consistency checking may be extended to more general parametric definitions.

In a general setting, a parametric representation F (P) is a procedural or declarative parametric definition whose
semantics is determined by CSG operations, directed graph structures, and references to previously constructed geom-
etry [6, 11, 15, 22]. Our algorithms may be applied to verify consistency of such representations with a corresponding
b-rep under two reasonable assumptions:

� Set P of halfspaces must include all halfspaces that appear in, or induced from (for example from construction
surfaces) the parametric definition;
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(a) Brep K
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v3'
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(b) Update using intersection

(c) Update using interpolation

v2'

v2

e1

e1

Figure 11: More general updates may or may not have consistent semantics in both representations

� Semantics of F (P) is sufficiently defined to allow testing if an arbitrarily chosen point belongs to the constructed
solid, hopefully without complete boundary evaluation. 5

Satisfaction of these conditions is equivalent to admitting that the result of the procedural geometric construction is
a well-defined union of sign-invariant cells in the decomposition of space. In this case, the described consistency
algorithms generalize in a straightforward fashion: the sign-invariant 3-cells are generated and represented as before
using a characteristic set of points, and these points are subsequently classified against both b-rep and parametric
definition after every update.

Consider the feature attachment procedure defined in [6] and illustrated in Figure 12. A cut is to be made to solid
B shown in Figure 12(a), using a proto feature R shown in figure 12(b), with attributes of from face f 1 to face f2 of
the solid. The procedural semantics of this construction consists of (1) defining the proto feature R, (2) regularized
intersection of R with the solid body B (Figure 12(c)); (3) selecting the connected components of the intersection
between the ‘from-face’ and ‘to-face’; and (4) subtracting these components from the solid B (Figure 12(d)). For
additional details see [6]. This semantics clearly supports a point membership classification test. Any given point p
may be classified against the bodyB, proto feature R, and their regularized intersection. The point may be then tested
to see if it also lies IN the two halfspaces induced from the ‘from-face’ and ‘to-face’, which would determine if the
point classifies IN or OUT of the resulting solid. Thus, the CSG-based consistency check and our algorithm generalize
to such constructions. Similar arguments may be used to show applicability of our techniques to procedural semantics
proposed in [15], because it also relies on regularized set operations.

5Point membership classification algorithms may not be available for heuristically derived representations; nevertheless they exist for all unam-
biguous representations.
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(a) Solid (B) to be cut (b) Proto feature R

(c) Intersection of B and R (d) Subtraction of components
      C2 and C3 from B

C1

C2

C3

f1

f2

Figure 12: Major steps in a feature attachment[6]

5.4 Extensions

The algorithms described in this paper have been fully implemented for solids bounded by quadric surfaces. The
proposed approach generalizes to solids bounded by any type of surfaces, provided that these surfaces may be used
to induce the halfspaces, and that characteristic points may be generated in the neighborhood of intersections of the
halfspaces. For example, it is conceivable that a parametric surface patch may be turned into a halfspace by creating a
box with the patch as one of its faces.

It is easy to show that the local changes in a b-rep may be inconsistent with (previously consistent) CSG repre-
sentation, and no consistent parametric update of CSG may be possible [22]. The present paper did not address the
interesting issue of what can be done in such situations. One possibility would be to incrementally update the original
CSG to account for discrepancy between the two representations by adding or subtracting those sign-invariant cells
that have different classification with respect to b-rep and CSG. Another possibility would be to recompute a new CSG
representation that is in some sense “close” to the original one, or to update the b-rep. The latter alternative amounts
to incremental boundary evaluation. Deciding on these and numerous other possible solutions to this inconsistency
problem requires identifying the precise measure of “closeness” between distinct parametric representations. All such
solutions appear to demand the full machinery of the representation conversion technology described in [18].
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